We survey the literature available on the topic of domain-specific languages as used for the construction and maintenance of software systems. We list a selection of 75 key publications in the area, and provide a summary for each of the papers. Moreover, we discuss terminology, risks and benefits, example domain-specific languages, design methodologies, and implementation techniques.
Introduction
In all branches of science and engineering one can distinguish between approaches that are generic and those that are specific. A generic approach provides a general solution for many problems in a certain area, but such a solution may be suboptimal. A specific approach provides a much better solution for a smaller set of problems. One of the incarnations of this dichotomy in computer science is the topic of this annotated bibliography: domain-specific languages versus generic programming languages.
Of course, this is not a new topic. The older programming languages (Cobol, Fortran, Lisp) all came into existence as dedicated languages for solving problems in a certain area (respectively business processing, numeric computation and symbolic processing). Gradually they have evolved into general purpose languages and over and over again the need for more specialized language support to solve problems in welldefined application domains has resurfaced. Over time, the following solutions have been tried:
• Subroutine libraries contain subroutines that perform related tasks in well-defined domains like, for instance, differential equations, graphics, user-interfaces and databases. The subroutine library is the classical method for packaging reusable domain-knowledge.
• Object-oriented frameworks and component frameworks continue the idea of subroutine libraries. Classical libraries have a flat structure, and the application invokes the library. In object-oriented frameworks it is often the *This research was sponsored by the Dutch Telematica Instituut, project DSL (see also http : //www. cwi. nl/proj ects/dsl/).
case that the framework is in control, and invokes methods provided by the application-specific code [42, 32] .
• A domain-specific language (DSL) is a small, usually declarative, language that offers expressive power focused on a particular problem domain. In many cases, DSL programs are translated to calls to a common subroutine librm'y and the DSL can be viewed as a means to hide the details of that library.
................
Although many domain-specific languages have been designed and used over the years, the systematic study of domain-specific languages has only started more recently. This bibliography has grown out of our own research needs to make an inventory of the field and provides references to research that deals with the following topics: terminology (Section 2), risks and opportunities (Section 3), example DSLs (Section 4), DSL design methodology (Section 5), and DSL implementation strategies (Section 6). The papers listed are annotated with summaries, which in turn are cross-referenced to related papers.
Although these topics are the subject of current research and progress is being made in addressing them, we expect that they will remain important for several years to come.
Terminology
The question what exactly is a domain-specific language is subject to debate. We propose the following definition:
Moreover, we refer to [70] , which contains an interesting discussion contrasting a "domain as the real world" point of view as adopted in the artificial intelligence community, with a "domain as a set of systems" approach, as used in the systematic software reuse research community.
DSLs are usually small, offering only a restricted suite of notations and abstractions. In the literature they are also called micro-languages and little languages [7] . Sometimes, however, they contain an entire general-purpose language (GPL) as a sublanguage, thus offering domain-specific expressive power in addition to the expressive power of the GPL. This situation occurs when DSLs are implemented as embedded languages (see Section 6). Languages such as Cobol or Fortran, which could be viewed as languages tailored towards the domain of business and scientific programming, respectively, are generally not regarded as DSLs, because they are not small and because their expressive power is not restricted to these domains. Domain-specific languages are usually declarative. Consequently, they can be viewed as specification languages, as well as programming languages. Many DSLs are supported by a DSL compiler which generates applications from DSL programs. In this case, the DSL compiler is referred to as application generator in the literature [17] , and the DSL as application-specific language. Other DSLs, such as YACC [7] or ASDL [77], are not aimed at programming (specifying) complete applications, but rather at generating libraries or components. Also, DSLs exist for which execution consists in generating documents (TEX), or pictures (PIC [7] ). A common term for DSLs geared towards building business data processing systems is 4th Generation Language (4GL).
Related to domain-specific programming is end-user programming, which happens when end-users perform simple programming tasks using a macro or scripting language. A typical example is spreadsheet programming using the Excel macro-language.
Risks and Opportunities
Adopting a DSL approach to software engineering involves both risks and opportunities. The well-designed DSL manages to find the proper balance between these two. The benefits of DSLs include:
• DSLs allow solutions to be expressed in the idiom and at the level of abstraction of the problem domain. Consequently, domain experts themselves can understand, validate, modify, and often even develop DSL programs.
• DSL programs are concise, self-documenting to a large extent, and can be reused for different purposes [50].
• DSLs enhance productivity, reliability, maintainability [24, 47] , and portability [38].
• DSLs embody domain knowledge, and thus enable the conservation and reuse of this knowledge.
• DSLs allow validation and optimization at the domain level [6, 13, 55].
• DSLs improve testability following approaches such as [71] .
The disadvantages of the use of a DSL are:
• The costs of designing, implementing and maintaining a DSL.
• The costs of education for DSL users.
• The limited availability of DSLs [49] .
• The difficulty of finding the proper scope for a DSL.
• The difficulty of balancing between domain-specificity and general-purpose programming language constructs.
• The potential loss of efficiency when compared with hand-coded software. .......
Comparisons of the DSL approach to other approaches to software generation are made in [20, 22, 47] . In [24] the costs and benefits of DSLs are analyzed from the perspective of software maintenance. In [49] , DSLs are categorized as one of the main approaches to software reuse, and a detailed comparison is made to other reuse techniques.
A collection of several papers on DSLs can be found in [67] .
DSL Design Methodology
The development of a domain-specific language typically involves the following steps (see [17, 24] 
DSL Implementation
The implementation steps (5) and (6) of the previous section can be carried out using several approaches:
Interpretation or compilation This is the classical approach to implementing a new language. Standard compiler tools [ 1, 7] The main advantage of building a compiler or interpreter is that the implementation is completely tailored towards the DSL and no concessions are necessary regarding notation, primitives and the like. Also, error detection, static analy-• sis, and optimizations can be done at the domain level, for example using an effect system as in [13] .
Clearly, an important problem is the cost of building such a compiler or interpreter from scratch, and the lack of reuse from other (DSL) implementations, although some DSL tool sets (for example InfoWiz [56]) are particularly designed to overcome such problems.
As an alternative to implementing a DSL from scratch, a DSL can be implemented by extending a given base language. For instance, [6] describes an extension of (a restricted version of) a general-purpose language with domain-specific, constructs. The main advantage of this approach is that all features of the base language remain available and need not be re-implemented.
When implementing domain-specific extensions of a base language, the implementation of the base language can be reused in three different ways:
Embedded languages / domain-specific libraries In this approach, existing mechanisms such as definitions for functions or operators with user-defined syntax are used to build a library of domain-specific operations. The syntactic mechanisms of the base language are used to express the idiom of the domain.
An advantage of this approach is that the compiler or interpreter of the base language is reused as is for the DSL.
The main limitation is in the expressiveness of the syntactic mechanisms in the base language. In many cases, the optimal domain-specific notation has to be compromised to fit the limitations of the base language. Preprocessing or macro processing In this approach the new constructs are translated to statements in the base language by a preprocessor. The main advantage of this approach is simplicity. Its main disadvantage is that static checking and optimization are not done at the domain level. Consequently, generated code is error prone, and the user is provided with feedback on these errors at the level of the base language, or only at run-time.
Extensible compiler or interpreter
This approach is similar to the previous one, but the preprocessing phase is now integrated in the compiler. The advantage is that more type checking and better optimization is possible. This approach is taken by [30, 74] . The Tcl [59] interpreter is also a prime example: it has been extended for dozens of domains.
Apart from building a dedicated DSL compiler or interpreter, or reusing the implementation of an underlying base language, other implementation techniques may be used. For instance, in aspect-orientedprogramming [46] a DSL is used to describe an aspect of a system's behavior that is orthogonal to its main functionality. An aspect weaver is then used to generate domain-specific code and merge it with the main code.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have given a survey of the literature on domain-specific languages. We covered terminology, risks and opportunities, example DSLs, and design and implementation issues, listing relevant references for each of these topics. The references themselves are annotated with a summary of the most important results discussed in each paper.
For up to date information on the topic of domain-specific languages, we refer to the series of DSL conferences organized by USENIX [64, 27], which most likely will have successors in the years to come.
Another valuable source of up to date information may be the web.
A searchable domain engineering bibliography, with abstracts, is available at http://wvm. 
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